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SUMMARY
Reconstructing the tempo at which biodiversity arose is a fundamental goal of evolutionary biologists, yet the
relative merits of evolutionary-rate estimates are debated based on whether they are derived from the fossil
record or time-calibrated phylogenies (timetrees) of living species. Extinct lineages unsampled in timetrees
are known to ‘‘pull’’ speciation rates downward, but the temporal scale at which this bias matters is unclear.
To investigate this problem, we compare mammalian diversification-rate signatures in a credible set of mo-
lecular timetrees (n = 5,911 species, �70% from DNA) to those in fossil genus durations (n = 5,320). We use
fossil extinction rates to correct or ‘‘push’’ the timetree-based (pulled) speciation-rate estimates, finding a
surge of speciation during the Paleocene (�66–56million years ago, Ma) between the Cretaceous-Paleogene
(K-Pg) boundary and the Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum (PETM). However, about two-thirds of the
K-Pg-to-PETM originating taxa did not leave modern descendants, indicating that this rate signature is likely
undetectable from extant lineages alone. For groups without substantial fossil records, thankfully all is not
lost. Pushed and pulled speciation rates converge starting �10 Ma and are equal at the present day when
recent evolutionary processes can be estimatedwithout bias using species-specific ‘‘tip’’ rates of speciation.
Clade-wide moments of tip rates also enable enriched inference, as the skewness of tip rates is shown to
approximate a clade’s extent of past diversification-rate shifts. Molecular timetrees need fossil-correction
to address deep-time questions, but they are sufficient for shallower time questions where extinctions are
fewer.
INTRODUCTION

The last �180 million-years of mammalian evolution have re-

sulted in�6,400 living species1,2 and many thousands of extinct

taxa.3,4 As one of the few large clades with ample paleo- and ne-

ontological evidence, mammals are a useful vehicle for investi-

gating whether general patterns of evolutionary-rate variation

are detectable through time.5–7 However, even with abundant

fossil8 and genomic9 resources, meaningfully integrating these

data and their associated biases is challenging.10–12 Deep-time

questions, in which rate information among major ‘‘backbone-

level’’ lineages is leveraged to test the biological impact of

ancient earth-history events (e.g., Meredith et al.13 and Oliveros

et al.14), are at the limits of our capacity for inference from neon-

tological data alone. That is because lineages are ‘‘erased’’ by

extinctions with greater frequency as one moves back in

time.15 This temporal phenomenon causes rate underestimates

from time-calibrated molecular phylogenies of living species

alone (extant timetrees16–18). Further challenging inferences, fos-

sils at older time intervals tend to be less abundant3 and more

spatially biased than more recent paleontological horizons.19
Current B
Thus, reconciling the respective biases of fossils and molecules

at different timescales may help clarify when their respective in-

sights are expected to be complementary versus confounding.

The limits of inferring diversification rates from extant time-

trees were recently formalized by Louca and Pennell,20 who

found that, in the absence of additional fossil or demographic in-

formation, any given timetree may be equally explained by an in-

finite number of diversification scenarios. That is, speciation (l)

and extinction (m) rates are non-identifiable from timetrees alone;

however, one class of rate parameters, referred to as ‘‘pulled’’

rates, does emerge as being identifiable: ‘‘pulled speciation

rate’’ (lp), ‘‘pulled diversification rate’’ (rp), and ‘‘sampling frac-

tion 3 speciation rate at the instantaneous present’’ (rl0
20,21).

The pulling in this context represents how unsampled extinc-

tions, especially at older time intervals, and incomplete modern

sampling cause speciation-rate underestimation.20 Indeed,

several aspects of diversification tempo should still be estimable

from extant timetrees and made more reliable by reference to

parallel evidence sources such as fossils.12,15,22–25

Building on those insights, we suggest that the goal of empir-

ical investigations into questions of deep-time evolutionary
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history, at least for mammals and other fossil-rich clades, should

be framed as a two-part endeavor: (1) leverage asmuch fossil in-

formation as possible for the time period(s) in question, and use

that to exclude diversification scenarios that might be indistin-

guishable by molecular data alone (see also15,26); and (2)

compare parametric estimates of species’ birth and death

(e.g., Morlon et al.27 and Rabosky28) with metrics for pulled (lp)

and tip (l0) speciation rates, since the latter two metrics should

be identifiable when taxon sampling is known and thus instruc-

tive about the biases of the former. Making these comparisons

in mammals should demonstrate the timescale at which molec-

ular timetree-based inferences can be trusted. Unbiased estima-

tion of ‘‘tip rates’’ of species-specific speciation, l0, was previ-

ously demonstrated to require all extant taxa to be sampled or

otherwise modeled (e.g., using the tip DR statistic29,30). How-

ever, in mammals, it has only recently become possible to esti-

mate tip rates robustly, thanks to new species-level timetrees

that model uncertainty in topology and node ages.2 Speciation

and extinction rates through time have not yet been character-

ized across these ‘‘backbone-and-patch’’ mammal trees,2 nor

have they been used to evaluate deep-time questions relative

to previous supertree-based inferences (e.g., Bininda-Emonds

et al.31 and Purvis et al.32) or fossil mammal occurrences.8

Herein, we apply this two-part framework to investigate a key

deep-time question in the radiation of mammals: did early mam-

mals exhibit a burst of lineage diversification coincident with,

well before, or well after the Cretaceous-Paleogene (K-Pg)

boundary �66 million years ago (Ma)? These hypotheses are

known as the Suppression,33,34 Early Rise,13 and Delayed

Rise31 models, respectively (reviewed in Grossnickle et al.35 as

relates to ecological diversification, but with implications

for lineage diversification). The latter model of Delayed Rise em-

phasizes that recovery from the Paleocene-Eocene Thermal

Maximum (PETM) �56 Ma spurred more divergences within

crown mammals than did the K-Pg mass extinction or earlier

events.31,36,37 Alternatively, the Early Rise model emphasizes

that co-diversification with angiosperms in the late Cretaceous

(�85–75 Ma) impacted mammal radiations more than the K-Pg

event.13,35,38 These Mammalia-wide hypotheses overlap to

some degree with Placentalia-specific models of Short/Long

Fuse and Hard/Soft Explosive,35,39,40 sparking confusion

regarding the extent to which fossil-based conclusions (e.g.,

Grossnickle and Newham,34 Wilson et al.,38 and Pires et al.41)

should be used to generate timetree-testable predictions for

extant lineages. The K-Pg and PETM events both involved global

climatic changes, the former by an extraterrestrial bolide impact

and associated volcanism,42 and the latter by a catastrophic

release of carbon dioxide and subsequent 5�C to 8�C spike in

temperatures.37 Thus, we here use these climatic perturbations

for testing (1) the extent to which inferences based on fossils,

timetrees, or both combined illuminate the same or different as-

pects of mammalian evolutionary response, and (2) how the reli-

ability of paleo- and neontological information sources varies

from deep to shallow time.

Our specific objectives are 3-fold. First, we test for branch-

specific rate shifts in the mammal timetrees relative to the

K-Pg and PETM events to assess whether any residual impact

signature has been retained in the branching times of extant lin-

eages. Second, we directly compare diversification rates derived
4196 Current Biology 31, 4195–4206, October 11, 2021
from fossil genus durations versus timetrees, and reconcile their

contrasting signals via the formation of a combined rate metric

that ‘‘pushes’’ the pulled rates of speciation to correct their

undersampling. Finally, we evaluate how the identifiable estima-

tors of tip speciation rate and pulled speciation rate can be

applied to assess clade-wise rate variation using timetrees

alone. Overall, we show that while timetree-based rate estimates

are highly uncertain at deep timescales, they are increasingly

reliable closer to the present. Joining the timetree- and fossil-

based inferences helps us narrow the range of possible diversi-

fication scenarios for mammals and, more broadly, to demon-

strate that, even for clades without fossils, tip rates carry fairly

reliable signatures of shallow-time evolutionary processes.

RESULTS

Broad tempoof diversification in theMammalia timetree
The timetree of extant mammals shows that while the earliest di-

vergences of crown Marsupialia and crown Placentalia occurred

prior to the K-Pg boundary, and are thus consistent with the Early

Rise model, the vast majority of intraordinal diversity arose after

the PETM �56 Ma (Figures 1 and 2A). The first 4 placental diver-

gences unambiguously preceded the K-Pg event, as evidenced

by divergence-time 95% highest posterior density (HPD) inter-

vals that do not overlap 66Ma (Figure 2A; filled circles). However,

the next 29 placental divergences have 95% HPDs that overlap

the K-Pg event, including the divergences of 12 superordinal lin-

eages (Figure 2A, open circles), 9 crown orders (Figure 3A), and 8

intraordinal splits. In Marsupialia, the first 5 splits after the crown

divergence overlap the K-Pg boundary, all at the superordinal

level. Of those 34 divergences that overlap the K-Pg boundary,

18 also overlapped the PETM, making their timings statistically

indistinguishable from causality by either event. The next 14

mammal divergences overlap the PETM exclusively, including

crown ages of Paenungulata (Hyracoidea + Sirenia + Probosci-

dea), 4 orders (Lagomorpha, Artiodactyla, Monotremata, and Di-

protodontia), and 9 intraordinal splits within bats and rodents

(Table S1). Thus, the K-Pg and PETM events compare by having

the possible coincidence of 34 versus 32 mammal divergences,

respectively, of which 16 versus 14 are respectively exclusive

to those events, providing timetree-based evidence for the Sup-

pression and Delayed Rise models. By contrast, only 7 pre-K-Pg

divergences of crown Theria support the Early Rise model using

the extant timetree.

Branch-specific rate shifts in the extant timetree
Across 10 timetrees, BAMM estimates a tree-wide mean speci-

ation rate of 0.206 (95% CI: 0.188–0.223) and mean extinction

rate of 0.068 (0.053–0.088, units of species/lineage/Ma). The

mean number of branch-specific shifts is 36.7 (95% CI for 10

runs: 27.9–43.4; Figure S1). A total of 253 shifts are detected in

one or more trees, of which 208 are up-shifts (increases in net

diversification rate) and 45 are down-shifts (Figures 3B and

4A). We identify 24 rate shifts that are consistently present in at

least five of the 10 trees (Figures 1, 3B and 4A; Table S2),

including 9 shifts paired (occurring on adjacent branches in

different trees) and 18 non-nested shifts (Figure 1; see Supple-

mental Information for further summaries of the BAMM runs).

Of those consistent shifts, we found substantial variation in the



Figure 1. Extant time-calibrated molecular phylogeny for 5,911 species of mammals globally

The maximum clade credibility topology of 10,000 node-dated timetrees is shown with branches colored according to tip-level speciation rates (tip DR metric)

and marked with 24 shifts in branch-specific net diversification rates inferred using BAMM (nodes A–X; shifts with multiple circles were inferred on either branch,

not both, over a sampling of 10 trees from the credible set). Highlighted at 66 million years ago (Ma) is the extraterrestrial bolide impact that coincided with the

Cretaceous-Paleogene (K-Pg) boundary, and at 56 Ma is the Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum (PETM). Tip speciation rates are reconstructed to interior

branches using Brownian motion for visualization purposes only. Numbered labels correspond to monophyletic groups listed in the plot periphery: Marsup.,

Marsupialia; Eulipoty., Eulipotyphla; Carn., Carnivora; Artio., Artiodactyla. Artwork is public domain from phylopic.org, open-source fonts, and creazilla.com (see

Acknowledgments). See also Figure S1 and Table S2.
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number of shifts per patch clade that was used to construct

the backbone-and-patch mammal trees, indicating that the

location of rate shifts was unrelated to patch clade delimitation

(Figure S4).

In the case of the Placentalia and 8 other rate shifts, shift loca-

tion is contingent on the rooting of the tree (see Upham et al.2)

and how the concomitant background rate varies (Table S2),

highlighting the relevance of considering a sample of phylog-

enies. Four of the 24 shifts are ever recorded as decreases,

and only 1 shift is consistently a decrease across trees: the

strepsirrhine primates (lemurs, lorises, and galagos, O), for which

we show a 1.7-fold reduction in net diversification relative to the

background rate (Figure 1; Table S2). Overall, the 20 consistent

up-shifts have larger magnitudes nearer the present, with a

2.2-fold mean shift factor in the Miocene versus 1.3-fold in

each the Oligocene and Eocene (Figure 4A; three-way ANOVA:

df = 2, F = 7.772, p = 0.003). No branch-specific rate shifts are

consistently associated with the K-Pg or PETM events, but the

Cretaceous timing of crown Marsupialia and Placentalia shifts

is consistent with the Early Rise model (Figure 4A, shifts A, C).
Tempo of the genus-level fossil record
Following a 100–80 Ma burst of origination and extinction

involving lineages of extinct clades (e.g., multituberculates, ci-

molestans), the�66-Ma K-Pg and�56-Ma PETM events appear

to have influenced the fossil record of crown Mammalia (Fig-

ure 2B). We find that at least 203 fossil genera originated during

the Cretaceous prior to the K-Pg boundary, most of which are

assigned to stem lineages of Monotremata, Theria, Marsupialia,

and Placentalia. However, 3 Cretaceous lineages are highlighted

for being possible members of crown Placentalia (Figure 2B): (1)

Deccanolestes (Adapisoriculidae; range: 69.9–66 Ma) as either

stem Afrotheria or stem Euarchontoglires,43–45 (2) Altacreodus

(possible ‘‘Creodonta’’; 69.9–66 Ma) as stem Laurasiatheria,46

and (3) some members assigned to ‘‘Condylarthra’’ such as

Paleoungulatum (69.9–66 Ma), Protungulatum (69.9–65.1 Ma),

and Baioconodon (69.9–63.1 Ma) as stem or crown Laurasia-

theria.45,47–49 Nevertheless, considerable debate underpins the

phylogenetic placement of these fossils (e.g., Manz et al.50).

Cenozoic fossil diversification rates roughly follow the genus

richness curves, with the highest increase of l occurring in the
Current Biology 31, 4195–4206, October 11, 2021 4197
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Figure 2. Diversification of mammal lineages relative to the Creta-

ceous-Paleogene (K-Pg) boundary and Paleocene-Eocene Thermal

Maximum (PETM)

Temporal dynamics are compared as reconstructed in the fossil-calibrated

extant timetree (A) versus observed in the genus-level fossil record (B).

(A) Lineage-through-time plot of placentals andmarsupials over 100 trees (thin

black line is consensus tree) relative to the timing of the first 16 superordinal

divergences of placentals (mean crown ages and 95% highest posterior

density, HPD; filled circle if 95% HPD does not overlap the K-Pg boundary).

(B, top) Paleontological durations from first to last occurrence for all genera in

crown Mammalia as recorded in the Paleobiology Database (n = 5,320 unique

genera from 72,579 observations). Putative crown placental taxa recovered

prior to the K-Pg boundary are highlighted in light gray (see Tempo of the

genus-level fossil record). (B, middle) The richness of fossil generic diversity is

shown through time as binned in 5 million year, Ma, intervals from 131–1 Ma

(taxa spanning boundaries go in both bins) and subsampled using shareholder

quorum sizes (q) of 0.5, 0.3, and 0.1 tomaximize the uniformity of coverage. (B,

bottom) Rates of fossil genus origination and extinction estimated using six

different rate metrics and presented as confidence intervals from the low to

high estimate in each 5-Ma bin (shaded polygons). Binned richness and rate

data are plotted at the midpoint of each 5-Ma bin. Note that fossil coverage

was insufficient for estimating rates in the most recent bin (6–1 Ma), and only

the ‘‘second-for-third’’ metric could calculate rates for the 71–66 Ma bin.

PETM, dashed gray lines; Paleocene, Pe; Eocene, Eo; Oligocene, Og;

Miocene, Mi; Pliocene, P. See also Figure S2 and Tables S1, S3, S4, and S5.
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66–61 Ma time bin (range of 6 rate metrics: 0.74–1.36 lineages/

Ma) and m in the 61–56 Ma bin (range: 0.89–2.20 lineages/Ma),

with both rates stabilizing to �0.5 (range: 0.16–0.88) lineages/

Ma from 20 Ma to the present (Figure 2B; Figure S2; Table S4).

The Paleocene (66–56 Ma) surge of l and m apparent in the fossil

record involves the origination of 495 genera between the K-Pg

and PETM events, of which �82% went extinct before the start

of the Eocene �56 Ma (408 genera). Of those extinctions, over

38% were within 1 Ma of the �56 Ma PETM event when per

genus durations are examined directly (157 genera). Only

26.9% of the Paleocene-originating taxa (113 genera) are allo-

cated to the stem or crown of extant taxonomic orders (Eulipoty-

phla, Macroscelidea, Primates, Perissodactyla, and Rodentia

each with 10 or more representatives), indicating that nearly

three-quarters of the total K-Pg-to-PETM originations did not

leave closely related modern descendants. Alternatively, if

we conservatively assign all Paleocene ‘‘Condylarthra’’ to stem

Artiodactyla or Perissodactyla (e.g., phenacodontids51), then

the fraction that are not allocated to extant taxonomic orders de-

ceases to about two-thirds.

Subsampled genus richness reaches an early peak in the 61–

56 Ma bin, just prior to the PETM, and then falls by �80% in the

next bin before recovering with a 3-fold increase in the 51–46Ma

bin (Figure 2B; Table S3). Raw richness importantly misses this

major drop in taxonomic diversity, indicating non-uniform sam-

pling of these fossil strata. Overall peak subsampled richness

is consistently found in the 26–21 Ma time bin (late Oligocene–

early Miocene; Figure 2B) as associated with the highest

evenness of any interval (Shannon’s H = 6.515; Table S3).

Subsampled richness then declines by �15% in the next bin

and remains roughly flat until the most recent bin (Figure 2B; Ta-

ble S3). Raw genus richness remarkably parallels the stability of

subsampled richness since the Oligocene-Miocene transition

�23 Ma, underscoring the uniformity Miocene-Recent fossil

sampling. Fully 27% of now-extant genera of mammals have

fossil records older than 1 Ma (n = 351 of 1,283 genera in the
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Figure 3. Diversification of early crown orders ofmammals using the
extant timetree

(A) Lineage-through-time plots and divergence times for all placental orders

with crown radiations starting near the Cretaceous-Paleogene boundary

(K-Pg) and Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum (PETM; dashed gray lines).

Divergence time means are shown with 95% highest posterior density (HPD)

intervals. Colors correspond to the taxonomic orders shown in (B).

(B) Rates of speciation (black), extinction (white), and net diversification (gray)

through time in the five most speciose early crown orders, as calculated in

BAMM, as well as corresponding branch-specific shifts in net diversification

(median rates from 10 trees, 95% error intervals in colors). The last 2 Ma are

removed to focus on pre-recent rate dynamics. See also Figure S1 and Tables

S1, S2, and S5.

Figure 4. Rates of mammal diversification estimated considering the

fossil record or not, as shown relative to the Cretaceous-Paleogene

(K-Pg) boundary and Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum (PETM)

(A, top) Inferred variation in rates of speciation, extinction, and net diversification

upon 10 mammal timetrees using BAMM (shown are median rates and 95%

confidence intervals (CIs) from each tree drawn from the credible set; the last 2

million years,Ma, are removed to focus onpre-recent rate dynamics). (A, bottom)

Of the 253 possible shifts in branch-specific net diversification rates recovered,

24werepresent inat least fiveof the ten trees (A–X; symbolsmatchFigure1)and4

shiftswerepresent inall trees (asterisks). (B)Pulledspeciation rates,lp, estimated

over 100 timetrees at 5-Ma bins (purple; 95% CI and median in white) and then

corrected or ‘‘pushed’’ as an estimate of true speciation rates, l (shades of red;

95% CI for each of 6 methods used to push the rates, with the grouped median

shown in white). Note the log scale of lp and l. The homogeneous birth-death

modeling of l across each tree was performed by fixing the extinction rates, m,

according to the 6 metrics of fossil extinction rate displayed in Figure 2B and

repeating each estimate of l across 100 timetrees. The K-Pg and PETM are

shownwithdashedgray lines.SeealsoFiguresS1–S3andTablesS2,S4,andS5.
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timetree taxonomy), demonstrating continuity between fossil-

and timetree-based investigations.

Pushing the pulled speciation rates
The calculation of pulled speciation rates, lp, using extant time-

trees recovers per-interval 95% CIs that include zero from 111–

76 Ma, indicating that we are only confident of non-zero lp
beginning at �71 Ma when a rate of 0.083 lineages/Ma (95%

CI: 0.027–0.198) is recovered (Figure 4B; Table S5). After an
Current Biology 31, 4195–4206, October 11, 2021 4199
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Figure 5. Present-day (tip) rates of specia-

tion across and within mammal clades

Comparison of 20 mammal clades following the

delimitation in Figure 1, showing clades numbered

from the five most speciose orders.

(A) Pulled speciation rates at the instantaneous

present (l0) for each clade as compared to the

harmonic mean of species’ tip DR values in those

clades (95% confidence intervals, CIs, in gray;

linear model is given).

(B) The cumulative total of BAMM rate shift factors

within each clade as compared to that clade’s

skewness of species’ tip DR values (95% CIs for

the clade tip DR skew across 10,000 mammal

trees; linear model is given).

(C) Rate variation within clades of the five most

speciose orders, showing species’ tip DR distri-

butions for the empirically reconstructed phylog-

enies of mammals (colors) versus simulated trees

of the same species richness using a rate-constant

birth-death model (gray). Density plots of tip DR

from one empirical and one simulated tree are

shown as examples relative to the 100-tree cal-

culations of clade tip DR mean (black and gray

ticks) and skew (95% CIs). See also Table S6.
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apparent subsequent decline in the median from 66–56 Ma,

pulled speciation rates rise steadily to a modern peak of 0.216

lineages/Ma (0.201–0.237) at 6–1 Ma. By comparison, the tree-

wide estimate of l0 at the present day is 0.217 lineages/Ma

(0.197–0.239), and the tree-wide median of species’ tip DR is

0.206 species/Ma (95% CI: 0.055–0.476), with higher variability

due to the per-species estimation of values.

Because older values of lp are pulled downward by un-

sampled lineages, they are biased relative to their true values,

l.20 Efforts to push the estimated speciation rates back to l

yield differing results depending on whether we fix fossil extinc-

tion rates or the total extant lineages through time (Figure S3).

We favor using fixed extinction rates as they allow estimated

uncertainty across 6 different metrics to be integrated into the

pushed speciation rate analyses. Using the fixed extinction

rates, we importantly find that the K-Pg-to-PETM interval in-

cludes both the lowest value of pulled rates (0.037 lineages/

Ma; 95% CI: 0.009–0.092) and the highest value of pushed

rates (median of 2.0 lineages/Ma; 0.608–24.487; Figure 4B).

Moreover, the molecular timetree (pulled) and fossil-corrected

(pushed) rates of speciation begin converging �10 Ma (11–6

Ma bin) with estimates that overlap in the 6–1 Ma bin, indicating

that they are statistically indistinguishable near the present

(Figure 4B). Overall, the pushed rates of speciation are on

average 14-fold higher than the pulled rates, ranging from a

peak 50-fold difference in medians near the PETM to a 1.7-

fold difference toward the present (Table S5), which is consis-

tent with expectations that fewer unsampled extinctions result

in less bias nearer to timetree tips.
4200 Current Biology 31, 4195–4206, October 11, 2021
Comparing pulled rates, tip-level
rates, and rate shifts
Considering rate summaries across the

20 extant clades delimited in Figure 1,

we find that pulled speciation rates at
the instantaneous present, l0, show a strong positive relation-

ship with the clade harmonic mean of species’ tip DR values

(R2 = 0.39, p = 0.003; Figure 5A). Hence, tip DR calculated under

themodern sampling fraction of 1.0 approximates rl0, a quantity

that was shown to be identifiable.20,21 Comparing clade-level

skewness of tip DR to the cumulative rate shift of each clade

(sum of BAMM rate-shift factors for independent shifts; Tables

S2 and S6) also reveals a strong positive relationship (R2 =

0.48, p < 0.001; Figure 5B). Tip DR skewness thus offers a sim-

ple, approximate means of assessing the likelihood that a shift in

net diversification rates occurred in that clade’s recent history.

The intuition of tip DR skewness is clear upon plotting

observed distributions of clade tip DR relative to expected

values under rate-constant birth-death processes (Figure 5C;

Table S6). The clades with the largest magnitude rate-shifts

such as guinea pig-related rodents (clade 18, shift Q) and Yinp-

terochiroptera (clade 12, shift J) also show the highest tip DR

skewness (Figures 5B and 5C). Beyond statistical moments,

the tip DR distribution offers an intriguing summary of the

clade-wide, among-species variation in speciation rates, ranging

from broad in Old and New World monkeys (clades 15, 16) to

multi-peaked in true moles and lemur-related primates (clades

4, 14, Figure 1).

DISCUSSION

We find diversification-rate signatures in the mammal fossil re-

cord and extant timetrees that are distinct yet complementary

in the stories they tell. Fossil rates provide greater insights for
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deep-time questions while molecular timetree rates are increas-

ingly consistent with the fossil information toward the present.

Timetrees offer richer, species-level coverage and associated in-

sights of modern ecological diversity that are lacking in the fossil

record. When combined for mammals, the two speciation-rate

sources begin to converge starting �10 Ma but overlap in the

most recent time bin (Figure 4B), consistent with species’ tip

rates being unbiased estimators of recent speciation processes

(Figures 1 and 5A). These results are in accord with theoretical

work20,22 regarding the accumulation of unrecorded extinctions

in extant timetrees, which causes increasing bias for deeper-

time rate dynamics as lineages are progressively erased.

The K-Pg mass extinction�66 Ma is found to precede a surge

of fossil genus turnover (origination + extinction; Figure 2B) and

frame a bevy of timetree divergences that overlap in age with

either the K-Pg event or ensuing PETM �56 Ma (Figures 1 and

2A). However, none of those timetree divergences are recovered

as branch-specific shifts in net diversification rate (Figures 3B

and 4A), counter to expectations for novel macroevolutionary re-

gimes (sensu Rabosky28) to be timetree detectable in response

to major geobiotic events. Combining fossil and extant rate

information, our analyses support both the Suppression and De-

layed Rise models of diversification31,33,35: diversity recoveries

following the K-Pg and PETM events were milestones in the ra-

diation of mammals (Figure 4B). Elevated fossil diversification

�100–80 Ma (Figure 2B) is also consistent with the early side

of the Early Rise model but more in the context of lineage turn-

over and regional effects of now-extinct or -depauperate

clades52 rather than the rise of extant mammal radiations. Fos-

sil-corrected rates from this Cretaceous period are highly uncer-

tain (Figure 4B), presumably because only a few early rising

lineages survived to be represented in the timetree. Comparing

fossil- and timetree-based perspectives thus establishes that

thesemodels of deep-time diversification are notmutually exclu-

sive; yet, if only extant timetree lineages are considered, the con-

centration of Eocene and Oligocene rate shifts tells a Delayed

Rise-focused story.

As predicted,20,22 rates of speciation estimated across the

molecular timetree are pulled downward in magnitude for the

same intervals in which extinction events have erased lineages

from the timetree. The largest extinction-rate increase is re-

corded in fossil mammals prior to the PETM�56 Ma (Figure 2B),

an event apparently triggered by the anomalous spike in global

temperatures.37 Concurrent with those extinctions is a substan-

tial dip in the tree-wide pulled speciation rates, which results in

rate estimates of 50-fold greater magnitude when those pulled

rates are pushed by fossil lineage-level extinction rates (Fig-

ure 4B). Hence, on their own, the backbone-and-patch timetrees

of mammals do not record the Paleocene pulse (K-Pg to PETM)

in turnover that fossil durations show, a finding that helps

to explain the absence of any explosive K-Pg signature in

most mammal phylogenetic studies,13,31,40,53–55 but see O’Leary

et al.47 and Phillips and Fruciano.56

Neontologists have long searched for the ‘‘smoking gun’’ of

K-Pg-driven radiations in molecular timetrees, but perhaps

they have been looking in the wrong place. Finding such a rate

signature is only expected if lineages that originated near the

K-Pg event survived until the present. For mammals, the fossil

record shows the selective extinction of ecological specialists
at the end-Cretaceous, both in North America41,57–60 and glob-

ally,34 followed by a Paleocene rebound in taxonomic richness

dominated by the now-extinct stem lineages of crown orders

(e.g., archaic ungulates, leptictids, plesiadapiforms, creodonts,

and mesonychids34,35,41,45,60). The stemward placement of

most Paleocene placental fossils45 supports the hypothesis

that K-Pg-associated diversification signatures were lost from

the branching pattern of mammal molecular timetrees, as does

the pre-PETM extinction of nearly two-thirds of taxa that origi-

nated in the Paleocene pulse (Figure 2B). Thus, many aspects

of mammalian diversification history are not knowable from

extant timetrees alone. Extant timetree-based inference of the

rate dynamics near ancient events like the K-Pg and PETM

may rightly be viewed as impossible to ascertain,15,26 making

the fossil record indispensable for understanding deep-time

evolutionary questions.

Tip rates and their clade-wide moments as an
identifiable path forward
Thankfully, modern timetrees are not devoid of rate information,

despite some important biases15,20 and some headlines to the

contrary.61 We show that molecular timetree- and fossil-cor-

rected rate estimates (pulled versus pushed) are congruent

near the present day (Figure 4B), a finding that reinforces the

use of tip rates as an identifiable means of investigating recent

evolutionary processes, at least when extant taxon sampling is

known. Louca and Pennell20 established a formal proof and clear

explication of how unobserved lineages (both extinct and extant)

can render timetree rate inferences non-identifiable, extending

previous theoretical and empirical work.15,22,26,62,63 By using

completely sampled extant phylogenies, tip rates of speciation

can be estimated using non-parametric approaches (e.g., the

tip DR method we use here, or the coarser metric of node den-

sity29,64) that are computationally scalable across samples of

timetrees and thus able to account for phylogenetic uncertainty.

In contrast, parametric methods of calculating tip rates do not

scale well across tree samples but can be more accurate under

some diversification scenarios (see Title and Rabosky30).

Tip-rate insights are importantly not limited to present-day en-

vironments: we show that the skewness of tip DR distributions

across 20 mammal clades is predictive of their historical extent

of branch-specific rate shifts identified using BAMM (Figures

5B and 5C). That is, the clade-level distributions of species’ tip

speciation rates approximate rate dynamics estimated using a

formal birth-death process model. This suggests that tip-rate

skewness alone can identify timetree rate shifts, analogous to

how non-parametric tests of trait-dependent speciation are con-

ducted (e.g., FiSSE, ES-sim65,66). Establishing a null distribution

of the test statistic (e.g., the clade-level skewness of tip rates

given trees simulated under birth-death) will allow comparisons

between observed and expected tip-rate skewness. Our initial

trials of this test find that empirical tip DR distributions tend to

be more right skewed and with higher mean values than ex-

pected by chance (Figure 5C; Table S6). A fuller exploration of

simulation parameters is needed to formalize this approach,

but these initial results are promising. The most common ap-

proaches to measuring clade-level diversification, including

BAMM and others, provide summarized rate information only

for clades or rate regimes. Capturing skewness and other
Current Biology 31, 4195–4206, October 11, 2021 4201
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moments from clade-wise tip DR distributions offers more

nuanced avenues for quantitative as well as visual inference

that might unmask patterns not readily conveyed using para-

metric approaches.

Reconciling timetree rate shifts: When are they
believable?
The above discussion raises the question: when do branch-spe-

cific rate shifts in timetrees reflect historical changes in macro-

evolutionary regime versus artifacts of unsampled extinction?

Our finding that rate shifts are concentrated in the mammal time-

trees since �50 Ma, including eight shifts detected from 50–30

Ma (Figures 1 and 4A), is consistent with the post-PETM, mid-

to-late Eocene radiations of crown Carnivora and suborders of

primates, rodents, bats, and marsupials. Collectively, these

crown radiations expanded the taxonomic and eco-morpholog-

ical diversity of modern mammals.35 However, as mentioned

above, their stem lineages are known to have originated and

gone extinct earlier in the Cenozoic (e.g., creodonts potentially

allied with Carnivora, plesiadapiforms allied with Primates). If

those stem lineages were sampled in the timetree, presumably

each ‘‘shift’’ to higher net diversification rates would appear

less abrupt, perhaps showing no detectable change in macro-

evolutionary regime, or perhaps showing that less frequent

extinction rather than faster speciation underpin some rate shifts

(e.g., Lloyd and Slater25). Conversely, groups like horses67 that

declined in diversity since the Miocene show diversification-

rate stasis from an extant timetree perspective.68,69 Thus,

without aid from the fossil record, we find an artifactual view of

deep-time diversification dynamics.

By contrast, we expect branch-specific rate shifts to carry a

greater signal of real biological processes toward the present.

In mammals we see such convergence begin �10 Ma, which is

not only when pulled speciation rates start converging with fos-

sil-corrected estimates (Figure 4B) but also when rate shifts

show the greatest magnitude and consistency in signal across

sampled timetrees (Figure 4A). Strikingly, the two largest rate in-

creases (4.03 and 3.23) occurred in the last �10 Ma in clades

with very disparate life modes: the fossorial tuco-tucos of South

America (Ctenomys, Q), and the flying foxes of Indo-Pacific

islands (Pteropus, J; Figures 1, 3B, and 4A). Small burrowers

and large flyers both show similar signatures of recent and rapid

net diversification under conditions of insularity, although in sub-

terranean and oceanic realms, respectively, suggesting that their

similar propensities for geographic isolationmay be driving these

dynamics. The role of allopatry in mammal speciation has long

been noted as the predominant pattern among closely related

species (e.g., Baker and Bradley70), and vagility differences

appear to be inversely related to speciation rates in some taxa

(e.g., Claramunt et al.71). However, how traits of low and high

vagility (burrowing and flying, respectively) might interact with

different scales of insular habitat matrix to produce similar out-

comes is less well explored (but see Kisel and Barraclough72).

We hypothesize that apparently large rate shifts like Q and J

may in reality bemore common than is detectable in extant time-

trees, especially if speciation and extinction rates are temporally

coupled.73 Yet with the fragmentary information at hand,

including many unsampled extinctions even when fossils are

added, all efforts to detect macroevolutionary rate disjunctions
4202 Current Biology 31, 4195–4206, October 11, 2021
will first need to reckon with the likelihood that enough diver-

gence events have been sampled to recover robust rate signals.

We see two main paths of recourse regarding when to trust

rate-shift analyses in extant timetrees: (1) evaluate results rela-

tive to parallel evidence (e.g., fossils, demography, eco-

geographic context), especially for older rate shifts: if multiple

lines of evidence support a shift, it is more likely to be real, and

(2) focus on understanding which common causes may underlie

shift dynamics in younger clades for which presumably fewer un-

sampled extinctions are affecting rate estimates. When working

with younger clades, the possibility that young clades might

actually have inherently faster rates than older clades should

also be tested. Although this time-dependent rates hypothesis

currently lacks a mechanism, it appears robust to fossil and mo-

lecular data types,74 which show gradual, tree-wide increases in

both speciation and extinction rates. Alternatively, detecting

larger rate shifts nearer to the present, as we did in mammals,

may suggest a different picture whereby uncharacterized eco-

evolutionary accelerators (e.g., species traits, environmental fac-

tors) are causing exceptional clade-specific radiations, either in

addition to or instead of time dependence. In the latter case,

apparent time dependence may be an artifact of rare but excep-

tional clade-specific radiations relative to a broader taxon. Such

exceptional radiations need not have adaptive drivers, though

that is a possibility.75

Reconciling previous mammal studies: What do we
actually know?
In light of our joint insights from the backbone-and-patch time-

trees and fossil record, there is a critical need to re-evaluate

what aspects of previous studies of extant mammal diversi-

fication can be deemed reliable. Two influential mammal

phylogenies have been used to address similar questions of

branch-specific rate shifts32,76: the largely species-level super-

tree of Bininda-Emonds et al.31 and the family-level supermatrix

timetree of Meredith et al.13 These trees differ from backbone-

and-patch timetrees investigated here by collapsing topological

and age uncertainty into a consensus phylogeny and, in the case

of the supertree approach, losing branch lengthswhenever infor-

mation from merged subclades disagreed.2

The 24 branch-specific shifts in net diversification we recover

in the backbone-and-patch timetrees (Figures 1, 3B, and 4A)

compared to 27 shifts detected in the supertree (15 up-shifts,

12 down-shifts32) and 9 up-shifts in the supermatrix timetree.76

To their credit, Purvis et al.32 analyzed only 1,335 bifurcating no-

des in the supertree, which avoided some rate artifacts of polyt-

omies. However, both studies returned overconfident estimates

by treating the consensus phylogeny as known without error.77 If

we only compare up-shifts, given the likely erasure of extant

lineages as net diversification slows down,17,78,79 we find three

lineages shared by our study, Purvis et al.,32 and Yu et al.76:

(1) Placentalia (or one branch forward at Boreoeutheria), (2)

Simiiformes (Primates, New and Old World monkeys), and (3)

Macropodidae (Diprotodontia, kangaroos, and wallabies). The

commonality of those shifts argues that their evolutionary-rate

signatures are robust to different models of phylogenetic

reconstruction (supertree versus supermatrix versus Bayesian

backbone-and-patch) and rate inference (SymmeTree versus

MEDUSA versus BAMM). Of these, the Macropodidae shift is
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the youngest, recovered in our study at�15 Ma (12.2–18.0), and

thus the least likely to be biased by unsampled extinctions. Pre-

vious fossil and molecular analyses suggest that kangaroo

genus-level divergences may be driving this shift.80,81

At shallower phylogenetic levels, other studies have found rate

shifts similar to those we infer. For example, the Cetacea shift

(F in Figure 1) was previously recovered two branches forward

on the branch leading to oceanic dolphins.25,28,82 Similarly, the

Simiiformes shift (N) was recovered two branches forward (Cer-

copithecidae83) and the Ctenomyidae shift (Q) two branches

back (Octodontoidea excluding Abrocomidae84). In contrast,

the six rate shifts we found in bats (G–L, Figure 1) compared to

two shifts previously recovered (shifts H, J85). We suggest that

high topological uncertainty in bats86 contributes to equivocal

modeling of branch-specific processes. Therein lies a paradox:

pinpointing rate-shift signatures is difficult in clades that are diffi-

cult to resolve, and resolving clades may be hardest in cases of

recent, rapid radiation, in which signals of incomplete lineage

sorting and hybridization are expected to be strongest.87 Thus,

rather than relying on phylogenomic data to yield greater resolu-

tion, comparative methods also need to develop more meaning-

ful ways of handling phylogenetic uncertainty.

Caveats to the pushing of pulled speciation rates
Approaches to using the fossil record to correct or push the

pulled rates of speciation estimated from extant timetrees are

nascent but offer a promising means of parsing plausible diver-

sification scenarios.20 We here applied two approaches to this

problem: fixing E(t), the total number of extinct and extant line-

ages through time, and fixing m(t), the fossil-estimated extinction

rate through time using different rate metrics. While the latter

approach returned more realistic speciation-rate estimates (Fig-

ure S3), we highlight that both approaches could be substantially

improved. For example, among-bin heterogeneity in fossil sam-

pling probabilities could be incorporated into rate models,12,88

which should make the estimation of E(t) and m(t) more robust.

Similarly, using a fossil phylogenetic approach would add ex-

pected ghost lineages among genera, even if coarse taxonomic

assignments are used as a proxy for cladistic data (e.g., Lloyd

and Slater,25 Smits,89 and Soul and Friedman90).

There are known issues with the fidelity of stratigraphic and

taxonomic assignments in compiled fossil data, including in

the Paleobiology Database (e.g., Prothero91), which have added

noise to our analyses. Our efforts to improve public data by inte-

grating curated snapshots by geological time interval41,45,92 and

fossil taxon46,93,94 are critical but importantly also highlight the

need to incentivize ongoing public curation of paleontological re-

sources. Despite these concerns, our view is that paleontolog-

ical biases are far less systematic than those that emerge from

conducting deep-time rate inferences without considering un-

sampled extinctions. Hence, any addition of fossil data to extant

phylogenetic analyses is likely to provide greater macroevolu-

tionary realism.

Conclusions
Overall, our results indicate that extant timetrees contain suffi-

cient evolutionary-rate information for approximately unbiased

investigation at levels of species tips to shallow clades (e.g.,

�10-Ma stem age or younger). Extant taxon sampling must be
complete or at least completely modeled while accounting

for non-random (e.g., geographically biased) sampling. When

interpreting results, the probability of bias from clade-, region-,

or ecotype-specific extinctions must also be considered. We

emphasize that fossil and living organisms record signatures of

the same evolutionary processes, just from very different tempo-

ral viewpoints. Debating ‘‘rocks versus clocks’’ as the ultimate

arbiters of evolutionary history misses the point of their interde-

pendence. Timetrees and fossils are like the bow and stern of an

evolutionary ship sailing through the sea of time; as the bow cuts

through the recent past and probable future of biodiversity pro-

cesses, it leaves behind fossils in its wake. Traces of the past

may or may not help navigate the future, but they nevertheless

illuminate our evolutionary trajectory. Harnessing these comple-

mentary data sources should allow us to realize the strengths of

timetrees (recent processes) alongside those of fossils (ancient

processes) toward establishing a fuller understanding of evolu-

tionary history. Future work to query the causal impact of

deep-time events like the K-Pg or PETM upon diversification

rates should merge fossil and living diversity into phylogenetic

analyses, or else be viewed with caution. In turn, fossil-free time-

trees should be prioritized for application to shallow-time ques-

tions for which species-level lineages can be fully sampled and

meaningfully analyzed relative to hypothesized covariates.
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Data and code availability
All data have been deposited on Github (https://github.com/n8upham/MamDiv-fossil-vs-timetree) and Zenodo (https://doi.org/10.

5281/zenodo.5059100), and are publicly available as of the date of publication. All original code has been deposited at the same Gi-

thub and is publicly available as of the date of publication. The DOI is also listed in the key resources table. Source data for mammal

phylogenies analyzed in the paper are available at http://vertlife.org/data/mammals/. Any additional information required to reanalyze

the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.

METHOD DETAILS

Mammalian phylogeny
We conducted all analyses using the species-level mammal trees of Upham et al.2. Briefly, these phylogenies include 5,911 extant or

recently extinct species in credible sets of 10,000 trees. They were built using a ‘backbone-and-patch’ framework consisting of two

stages of Bayesian inference, with information from age and topological uncertainty incorporated as well as the probabilistic addition

of 1,813 species that lacked DNA characters using taxonomic constraints. We analyzed the credible set of trees that was node-dated

using 17 fossil calibrations.

Fossil genus durations
Toassess the congruenceof our extant timetree-based rate estimateswith rates estimateddirectly from the fossil record,weanalyzed

genus-level fossil occurrence data from a variety of sources. Starting from the Paleobiology Database (https://paleobiodb.org/)
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downloaded on 16 August 2018 globally for taxon Mammalia, we grouped by genus after specifying the exclusion of ichnotaxa and

uncertain genera, then manually cleaned the taxonomy for consistency relative to expert resources.34,45,92–94,101 To avoid artifacts

from inflated stratigraphic intervals, a known issue in public databases,91 we merged the expert-curated dataset of Pires et al.41

from late Cretaceous–Paleocene fossil assemblages of western North America. That interval, spanning 69.9–55 Ma, covers both

the K-Pg and PETM events of interest and is thereby critical for our study. We merged 2,670 occurrences of 289 genera from Pires

et al., replacing data for 193 genera from the Paleobiology Database for which genus namesmatched, and adding data for 96 genera

that were unmatched. In total, we recovered 72,579 occurrences of 5,320 fossil genera that are allocated to crown Mammalia and

younger than 131 Ma, which was our temporal cutoff point to focus analyses upon the Cretaceous-Recent (earlier Cretaceous

mammal fossils are too sparsely known for the planned diversity analyses).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSES

Branch-specific rate shifts
We performed searches for macroevolutionary shifts using BAMM v2.5,28 a reversible-jump algorithm for sampling birth-death rate

regimes. Although extinction biases have been the focus of critiques to BAMM and related rate-shift models,17,18,102 we note that

these issues are not unique to BAMM (e.g., state-dependent models suffer similarly16,103), nor do they preclude the model’s utility

for detecting rate disjunctions in extant timetrees, regardless of their underlying cause (unsampled extinctions or a regime shift).

See also Figure S4 for validation of the BAMM algorithm relative to the location of mammal tree patch clades.

We evaluated the number and location of rate shifts on 10 trees drawn randomly from the credible set, specifying globalSampling-

Fraction = 1.0, reflecting that the trees are taxonomically complete. Although sampling > 50 trees is generally preferred for compar-

ative methods, computation times limited us to 10 trees for BAMM analyses, which is likely > 90% accurate (see Figure 3 in104), while

still accounting for age and topological uncertainty. On each tree, we ran the model targeting 100 million generations, while sampling

every 10,000 generations. We ran the models with settings determined using the ‘‘setBAMMpriors’’ function in the R package

BAMMtools:95 expectedNumberOfShifts = 1.0; lambdaInitPrior = 6.446; lambdaShiftPrior = 0.00447; and muInitPrior = 6.446. We

set the model to estimate speciation rates as exponentially varying through time and extinction rates as constant (i.e., similar to

an independent ‘SPVAR’ model within each rate regime105). Two of the 10 analyses finished all generations on 1 node before expi-

ration of 168-hours of runtime (the analysis is not parallelizable) of the High Performance Computing Center at Yale University; the

other 8 runs completed a mean of 46.1 million generations (range: 29.2–83.1 million) in the same time. The resultant events after a

33% burn-in (mean: 3727.4; range: 1949–6667) were then subsampled to yield 1,000 evenly spaced samples for each of 10 runs

with the function ‘‘getEventData’’ in BAMMtools. After burn-in, all BAMM runs returned stable estimates of the log likelihood (ESS

mean and range across 10 trees: 585.4, 268.9 – 1200.0; log likelihood: �15743.43, �16266.4 – �15314.5) and the total number

of shift events (ESS mean and range: 827.0, 328.0–1498.0). The many nearly-equiprobable shift configurations in each tree’s 95%

credible set of shifts prompted us to focus on the maximum shift credibility (MSC) shift sets on a per tree basis. For the rate shifts

in each MSC set, we summarized the node and clade contents implicated in the shift, and the mean net diversification rate of all

branches inside the shifted clade (clade rate) versus that outside it (background rate). The ratio of clade to background rates provided

the rate shift magnitude and direction, whether an increase (up shift), decrease (down shift), or amix of both amongMSC sets (labeled

‘up or down’).

Comparisons with fossil genus diversification
To calculate fossil diversity curves and diversification rates, we first binned fossil occurrences to 5-Ma intervals from 131–1 Ma,

placing any genus that spans a given boundary in both bins. We chose a 5-Ma interval as a well-suited balance between interval

length and regularity (e.g., preferred over geological stages), and ended the binning at 1 Ma rather than zero to avoid inflation

from late Pleistocene fossils. This strategy also allowed us to examine bin-level diversity dynamics directly surrounding both the

K-Pg event (71–66Ma, 66–61Ma) and PETM event (61–56Ma, 56–61Ma). Binning resulted in 90,548 bin-level occurrences, to which

we applied shareholder quorum subsampling (SQS96) to ensure that uniform coverage was met for different levels of subsampling

across time bins. We used quorum sizes (q) of 0.5, 0.3, and 0.1, which correspond to those proportions of frequency distribution

coverage measured by Good’s u on the subsampled data96, and performed 1,000 trials including singletons (‘sqs’ function available

at: https://bio.mq.edu.au/�jalroy/SQS-3-3.R). We estimated corresponding origination (l) and extinction (m) rates per time bin in the

R package divDyn,97 applying six widely used metrics: per-capita,106,107 three-timer and corrected three-timer,108 gap-filler,96 and

second-for-third and transformed second-for-third.109 By comparing all six metrics, we obtained rough confidence limits for the esti-

mation of fossil l and m, which we then propagated to downstream analyses. Fossil rates were not estimable for themost recent time

bin (6–1 Ma), since all metrics incorporate forward-boundary crossing.

Speciation rates
We calculated two types of speciation-rate metrics using the molecular timetree: (i) pulled speciation rates across all mammals and

separately for each of 20 major clades; and (ii) tip speciation rates for each species at the present as summarized for the same 20

clades. The selected clades aremonophyletic across all trees selected from the credible set of timetrees, cover nearly the full species

diversity of mammals, and divide that diversity more equitably than do orders (e.g., rodents are 3 clades, bats are 2 clades). Pulled

speciation rates, lp, were estimated in the R package castor98 using the function ‘fit_hbd_psr_on_grid’ specifying the same 5-Ma
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bins interval and 10 bootstrap replicates for each of 100mammal trees sampled randomly from the credible set.We separately calcu-

lated lp at the instantaneous present, l0, for each of the 20 clades using the same function in castor, also on 100 trees. Species-spe-

cific ‘tip’ speciation rateswere estimated using the tip DRmetric,29 which is equivalent to the inverse of the equal splitsmeasure.29,110

This metric has been called ‘DR’ and ‘tip-level diversification rate’ (tip DR) because it approximates the expected pure-birth diver-

sification rates for the instantaneous present,2,111 at least when trees contain 10 or more species.29,112 However, because tip DR is a

biased estimator of birth-death net diversification when relative extinction is high (> 0.830), it is best viewed as a tip-level speciation-

rate metric despite the name ‘tip DR’, which we retain to reflect its common usage. We calculated tip DR across all 10,000 mammal

trees using a large-tree optimized R function (https://github.com/n8upham/MamDiv-fossil-vs-timetree/blob/main/source_functions/

tipDR_functions_correct.R). To compare these speciation-rate metrics on empirical timetrees, we plotted clade-level summaries of

l0 (median) and tip DR (harmonic mean, skewness) with 95% confidence intervals (CI) using R.

We also simulated tip DR distributions expected under a homogeneous birth-death process for comparison to those observed

empirically. To do so, we first estimated clade-level l and m rates across 100 empirical subtrees for each of the 20 clades (‘birthdeath’

function in ape99), then used each set of empirical rates to simulate 1 tree of the same empirical species richness (‘pbtree’ function in

the phytools100). This resulted in 20 sets of 100 simulated trees on which we then calculated tip DR values to generate expected tip

DR distributions.

Fossil-correction of pulled speciation rates
Following the logic of Louca and Pennell,20 we used the mammal fossil record for each of the 5-Ma time bins to correct or ‘push’ the

pulled speciation rate, lp, to the true speciation rate, l. Even though fossil genera not species were examined, using lineage-level rate

information derived from fossil genus durations is an established means of inferring origination and extinction rates (e.g.,113,114). We

used two approaches: (i) fixing the extinction rate, m, and thenmodeling the homogeneous birth-death (HBD) process on the timetree

to estimate l; and (ii) fixing the missing fraction of extant lineages through time, E(t), to estimate l. In the first approach, we used the

castor function ‘fit_hbd_model_on_grid’ to successively set the extinction rate per time bin equal to each of the six metrics of fossil m.

Only the second-for-third metric could calculate extinction for the 71-66Ma bin, so we used that value (1.0 lineages/Ma) as fixed in all

trials.We truncated themost recent 1Ma from each of 100mammal trees to align with the 6-1Ma time bin, and then used each tree to

estimate the HBD model. We fixed no other parameters, but set initial values for (i) the present-day sampling fraction, r0, as 0.8 to

correspond to taxonomically complete extant trees truncated at 1 Ma with an assumed speciation rate of �0.2 species/lineage/Ma;

and (ii) speciation rates per bin as the estimated fossil origination rates. Those initial values were required for the HBD model to suc-

cessfully converge for all 100 trees using 10 trials.

In the second approach, we took the supplemental Equation 8 from Louca and Pennell,20

lp = l$ð1�EðtÞÞ; (1)

where E(t) is the fraction of lineages extant at age t (time before the present) that are missing from the timetree, either due to extinc-

tion or not having been sampled, and then re-arranged it to solve for speciation rate:

l = lp
�ð1�EðtÞÞ: (2)

We determined E(t) by adding the total extant lineages, as derived from the lineages through time plot for each of 100 trees (‘fitted

LTT’ element in the output from ‘fit_hbd_psr_on_grid’), to the total missing lineages, as derived from the q = 0.3 subsampling of fossil

genus durations for each of the time bins (chosen as indicative of the general pattern of subsampled fossil richness). Those values

were used to solve for pushed l at each time bin, and then compared to the pushed l values obtained using the fixed fossil extinction

rates.
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